Rape Victim’s Negligence Charges Countered by U. in Federal Court

BY GEORGE MARKLE
The University has denied a charge by a student that it is negligent in providing adequate services for rape victims.

In her complaint against the University, the woman claims that she was assaulted by a student in her dormitory suite at the University on October 19, 1977.

The University’s denial states that the woman has "failed to establish a prima facie case of negligence in providing services for rape victims.

In a letter to the University, the woman said that she had filed a complaint with the university’s rape crisis center, but that it was not handled properly.

The University has not yet responded to the woman’s claims.

Tax Credit For Students Is Urged

BY JEFFREY PETERS
Three Democratic members of Congress have introduced a bill that would provide a tax credit for students to help pay for their college education.

The bill, sponsored by Reps. William Daley, Robert Michel and James Wright, would provide a credit of up to $1,000 per year for students who are enrolled in college courses.

The bill has not yet been introduced in the Senate.

Alternative Leadership Proposals

By ROY DOUGLAS

After the loss of the university’s athletic director, the search for a new leader has been underway for several weeks.

Several candidates have been interviewed, and the search committee is expected to make a decision in the next few weeks.

Library Attempts to Solve Overdue Book Quandary

BY ROY DOUGLAS

The library is facing a growing problem with overdue books. The library has received several complaints from students who have had books over due for over a year.

The library has采取 several steps to try to solve the problem, including sending out reminder notices and holding workshops on responsible book borrowing.

SUNSHINE IN THE SHOW as students threw the cold to purchase tickets at Bookman’s Bookstore on the second floor of the library.

$2.1 Million in Humanities Grants Received by FAS Development Fund

By MELODY I. KIMBER

The National Endowment for the Humanities has awarded $2.1 million in grants to the University of Pennsylvania to support various humanities programs.

The grants will support a range of projects, including the establishment of new humanities programs, the expansion of existing programs, and research projects.

Optimism Over 3400 Block Expression By Both Parties

By RICHARD E. GORDON

The University’s administration and the students have expressed optimism about the future of the 3400 block, which has been the subject of negotiations for several years.

The University has proposed a plan to build a new business school on the site, and the students have expressed support for the plan.

Meeting

Members of the library and administration will meet to discuss the issue of overdue books, which has been a serious problem for the University.

MEETING

Members of the library and administration will meet to discuss the issue of overdue books, which has been a serious problem for the University.

"It's time for us to start getting books back," said Library Director Bill Haggard. "We will be sending out reminder notices and holding workshops on responsible book borrowing."
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When you are preparing your resume, please give us a call or walk over to our offices at 4015 Walnut St. on the second floor. We can probably save you quite a bit of money.
Politics had nothing to do with it.

Tarnished Image

By Mark D. Selzer

The Daily Pennsylvanian, Under the leadership of President Jimmy Carter's efforts to be seen as a "man of the people," the University of Pennsylvania is being portrayed as a place where the President's power is primarily concentrated in the hands of his personal supporters.

The President, by holding out a campaign pledge to meet the expectations of Federal prosecutors and the President's personal office, has been forcing the University to comply with his policies. By allowing the University to operate in the absence of a President, the President is in effect making this a President's University, not the University's President. The fact that the University's President is not properly represented in the Board of Trustees makes it clear that the President is the man in charge.

The University must now decide whether to accept Carter's policy or create an independent University. The University has the option of accepting President Carter's policies, or it can choose to maintain its own policies and conduct operations in a manner consistent with its own goals.

Resolved Principles With The CIA

By Steve Dubow

President Martin Meyerson, the former University President, is running a campaign in the world of investigative journalism, where he is known for his work with the media. He has written extensively on the university's role in the watergate scandal, and has uncovered numerous instances of government corruption.

Meyerson's recent work has focused on the University's involvement in the CIA's MK-ULTRA program. This program was a project of the Central Intelligence Agency that was designed to study how to control human behavior. Meyerson has released a report that documents the University's involvement in this program, and has called for an investigation into the University's role.

The University has not yet responded to Meyerson's report, but it has been reported that they will provide a response in the near future. The University has been under pressure to respond to Meyerson's report, and it is possible that they will provide a response soon.

The University's response will be closely watched by the public, and it will be a key test of the University's commitment to transparency and accountability. The University must be transparent in its response, and it must provide a full accounting of its role in the CIA's MK-ULTRA program.
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primarily as faculty housing are going to go into another crush over the prior to Christmas. "I suspect we're working on a very positive framework," he said.

Packwood said Wednesday he was also working on a very positive plan for Picture Times while Space is Still Available, Look At Last Year's Book And Order Your '78 Record.
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Icemen Fail to Break Spell vs. Cats

By STEVE DIAMOND

When the final results were all in, the Perm wrestling team had won only one match while dropping two in a disappointing dual meet against Delaware. By the time the night's events were over, Delaware had won 26-16, 28-14, 30-12 and 29-10, giving them a 117-71 dual meet total for the season. Delaware's victory came at the hands of Owls freshmen and sophomores who before the match had stated that they were going to win.

"We've had very little chance to compete," said Delaware's head coach, Tom Whitehead. "We've had our hands full trying to get our freshmen to be enthusiastic rather than overanxious."

The Delaware dual meet was the Owls' 15th of the season, with Delaware winning 11 of the 15. The Owls have only won one dual meet, and that was over Temple. Delaware's Tom Whitehead stated: "This is the way Owls wrestling is. They're not going to be much in their league and if they can't win, they'll at least make their opponents work for it."

Perm hockey team is under a lot of pressure from the fans, who hope for a victory over Temple. "We've tried changing lines right after a goal, we've tried switching with the same line. I just can't explain the problem," said Finke referring to his pucksters.

"It's for real this time. Inclement weather conditions have kept the fans off the ice, so we've been able to practice time in.

(Continued on page 7)

ALL GOOD THINGS MUST COME TO AN END—Quaker center Tom Culllty (17) had a game high 16 points to help his team win its final game of the season over Vermont.

Matmen Drop 2, Top Garnet

By EDDIE DIAMOND

The Owls added two additional pins and a superior decision en route to a 37-11 victory over Delaware. Winston and Bob Wister, Temple's 6-11 freshman center, were picked as the ECAC Player of the Year and the All-Star Team.

"I can't explain it," said a lead Owls' manager. "It's just a matter of concentration. We have to make good, smart plays and be in our positions where we need the ball.

"We've had a lot of trouble with our freshmen. They're not engaged in a match, but a match will be a match and we'll have to be ready to compete.

The Owls' defense was a key factor in their win. Temple's McGonigle Hall. 'We've tried changing lines right after a goal, we've tried switching with the same line. I just can't explain the problem,' said Finke referring to his pucksters.

"It's for real this time. Inclement weather conditions have kept the fans off the ice, so we've been able to practice time in.

(Continued on page 7)

STEVE GLASSON (left) and Bruce Lavoie (right) scored a combined 14 points for Vermont in the win over Temple.
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